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Abstract— This paper suggests three open questions for
designing AI for music composition by reflecting on inter-
views with expert and novice composers. Our questions
consider the role of AI as a mediator, the importance of a
composer’s originality, and AI for building intuition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Using Artificial Intelligence (AI) for composition is an ac-
tive area of HCI research [1]. We reflect upon our interviews
we undertook with novices and expert media composers re-
garding their compositional process. For the novices, inter-
views were centred around an AI-based tool for combining
self and AI-generated blocks of musical notes. For experts,
we discussed their real-world music making process. We of-
fer open-questions for AI designers of music making tools.

II. AI QUESTIONS

AI as a Mediator. From the interviews with experts, we found
that film music’s sound is changing from mainly orchestral
instruments to sampling organic sounds, using synthesisers
for textural elements, and using simpler and shorter motifs.
Novices also described being led by choices in the interface
presented to them in their interviews, e.g., AI-generated mu-
sic was often placed in the composition by novices wherever
the interface suggested without their critical reflection, which
is fundamental to creativity [2]. As found in Human-Centred
AI (HCAI) more broadly [3], this raises questions on whether
a composer’s agency is taken away by technology.

How can we design AI tools that support composers’
agency?

Originality. During the interviews, expert composers men-
tioned that music for media is a fiercely competitive indus-
try. The presence of numerous aspiring media composers
exacerbates this situation, prompting composers to strive for
uniqueness in order to distinguish themselves. This is partic-
ularly difficult in film music contexts, where directors might
be requesting specific musical ideas at tension with the com-
poser’s own style. The need to find your own compositional
voice might also be innate to creative practice—many of the

novices in their interviews described trying to recreate music
similar to songs they enjoy, yet with their own twist. This
can be challenging as many AI tools tend to create music in
a certain style, resulting in similar-sounding music.

How can we design AI to support people in finding their
own musical voice?

Intuition vs Rational Thinking. When making compositional
decisions, the interviewees, both expert and novice, describe
their choices as instinctual. The particpants describe just
playing around until their music “feels right”. For expert
composers, these decisions are based on their intuition, built
up over many years of practice. They would explore com-
positional techniques which they understood as supporting
their brief and unique musical style. The novices would also
make musical choices that seemed right, however, their intu-
ition was based on music known to them.

How can we design AI to support composer’s intuition?

III. SUMMARY

We suggested three open questions for designing AI which
supports the music composition process, drawing upon
human-centred perspectives from expert and novice com-
posers. Our first question on agency reflects broader HCAI
concerns [3], whereas our other questions reflect the lesser
explored artistic concerns of how musicians can find their
voice with AI and develop their intuition. We hope these
questions form the basis for interesting research on the use
of AI for music composition.
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